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The sea [river]*

Tonight my family greet me
The spirit of my forefathers emerges from the dreams of the river
And from the night of the sky

The city

I will return Sennar……
Open – guards of Sennar – for the one who is returning tonight – the gates of the city
Open – for the one who is returning tonight – the gates of the city
Open the gates of the city
Are you a Bedouin?
No.
Are you from the land of the Africans?
No.
I belong to you
A lost one returning
Singing in one tongue
Praying in another

I belong to you
Your pain is mine
My spear is yours
A pagan who worships the land
A blind Sufi who worships miracles and the fire of the God

The dream

A dream? An imaginary tale? Truth?
What am I without this sound – this symbol?
It creates me
I create it
On the surface of a city – under the sun of the night – and a deep love

This study is dedicated to the Sudan – a broken country – in the hope for unity and peace

*The Sudanese refer to the River Nile as the sea.
These are excerpts from the poem, The return to Sennar, by Mohammed Abd AlHay, Al A’mal al Shi’riyya alkamila, 1999, Cairo, Markaz aldirasat al sudaniyya.
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